“There are some of them who have left a name, so that men declare their praise, And there are some of them who have no memorial, who have perished as though they had not lived: They have become as though they had not been born, and so have their children after them. But these were men of mercy, whose righteous deeds have not been forgotten: Their prosperity will remain with their descendants, and their inheritances to their children’s children. Their descendants stand by the covenant; their children also, for their sake. Their prosperity will continue forever, and their glory will not be blotted out. Their bodies were buried in peace, and their names live to tell all generations. Peoples will declare their wisdom, and the congregation proclaims their praise.”

Ecclesiasticus
We Remember...

*Those loved ones who have died since last Yom Kippur...*  
*May their memory be a blessing.*

Charles Abrams  
Leon Abramson  
Charles Ackerman  
June Arkin  
Claire Baron  
Selwyn Begner  
Janet B. Berman  
Barry Berman  
Beverly Bradburn-Stern  
Joan Bregman  
Elinor Breman  
David Brown  
Marcia Brown  
David Carl Bubes  
Bill Buchman  
Martin Burns  
Corinne Capilouto  
Christopher Andrew Celiz  
Lila Chapin  
Marvin Cohen  
Sandra Cohen  
Sheldon Cohen  
Leonard Cotts  
Arlyne DeSena  
Breman Elinor  
Bob Evans  
Beverly Feifer  
Henry Fisher  
Norman Fleischer  
Harriet Frank  
Paul Gans  
Leslie Jane Goodman  
Eudice Goodman  
Gail Graff  
Irving Greenstein  
Betty Grodin  
Shirley Heller  
Kenneth Heller  
Susan Hellerman  
Elaine Shulman Hirsch  
John Hirsch  
Esther Isenburg  
Rose Joseph  
Alvin Kalish  
Carol Kamean  
Beatrice Katz  
Mary Kelley  
Marshall Kramer  
Michael Kramer  
Gertrude Krick  
Bina Kronenberg de Konefka  
Harold Landey
We Remember . . .

Those loved ones who have died since last Yom Kippur . . .
May their memory be a blessing.

Zad Leavy
Edith Lebovitz
Ruth Lebovitz
Evelyn Lefkoff
Rhoda Levine
Annette Levitt
Emily Levy
Natalie Lewis
Nathan Libby
Rella Maier
Samuel Stanley Malever
Harvey Malter
Leslie Mann
J.E. Jake Mathews
Charlotte Nathan
Israel Nelkin
Cathy Nissenfeld
Mary Oscar
James Penuel
George Harris Perlman
Eileen Pirkle
Betty Margolina Robinson
Neal M. Rosen
David Rosenberg
Malcolm Rosenbloum
Bert Rubenstein

Gail Ruda
Ruth Sajowitz
Farrell Salzman
Harris Saunders, Jr.
Eleanor Schiffer
Olga Schreck
Robert Schultz
Ruth Schwartz
Bessie Lederman Schaffel Selevan
Scott Selig
Leonard Shapiro
Susan Shapiro
Norma Siegel
Sue Sikora
Jodi Finglass Smith
Michael Spector
Henry Steinberg
Susan Stern
Celia Tambor
Martin Tanenbaum
Sara Tick
Brian Alan Waronker
Irene Loretta Weiner
Brenda West
Shirley Zieve
Andrew Zucker
At this time of Yizkor, along with the names of loved ones shared throughout the booklet, we note with reverence individuals who also played a particularly formative role in Sinai’s history but who no longer have family in the congregation to recite Kaddish for them. May their memories always be recalled for blessing.

Charles Ackerman
Billie Blumenthal
Margaret Danzig
Phil Diamond
Sandy Dworetz
Joel Feldman
Sydney Gottler

Sadele Gottler
Rabbi Richard Lehrman
Alfred Messer
Evelyn Messer
Lil Weinberg
Diane Yenawine

Michael D. Alembik
Golda Madenfrost
Nathan Madenfrost
Henry Madenfrost
Judy Eisner
Betty Eisner
Emanuel Eisner
Remembered by
Victoria Alembik-Eisner and Robert Eisner

William Alterman
Florence Alterman
Sonya Alterman
Rachel Levine
Mischa Levine
Remembered by
Betty & Joel Alterman

Sally Sperling Gach
Maxwell Sperling
Sam Altman
Sylvia Altman
Frances Sperling Ryttenberg
Marleen Sperling Mario
Remembered by
Linda & Allen Altman

— A —

Arnold Abes
Ann Abes
Morton Engel
Harriet Engel
Margie Simon
Remembered by
Stephanie & Marshall Abes

Barbara Abrams
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Remembered by
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Rachel Levine
Mischa Levine
Remembered by
Betty & Joel Alterman

Sally Sperling Gach
Maxwell Sperling
Sam Altman
Sylvia Altman
Frances Sperling Ryttenberg
Marleen Sperling Mario
Remembered by
Linda & Allen Altman
Donald Jay Anker
Seymour Anker
Ella Teig
William Teig
Fran Veenhuis
Gloria Rosen
Beatrice Schrager
Sydney Schrager
Remembered by
Jonathan, Dara, Elias and Everett Anker

Theodore “Ted” Arno II
Remembered by
The Arno/Smith Family - Amy, Emily, Brian, Richard, Sheryl, Eliot, Pearl, Adam and Elsie

Paul Aronin
Adam Aronin
Elizabeth Moffit
Antoinette Aronin Roselle
Remembered by
Bonnie Aronin, Michael & Nikki Aronin and Family
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Margie Septow
Irwin Septow
Gail Bachmann
Lester Bachmann
Patti Katz
Joan Katz
Remembered by
Mark, Linda, Jamie, Matthew and Haley Bachmann

Paul Kenney
Abraham Baker
Anne Baker Gold
Nellie Berkowitz
Remembered by
Larry & Suzanne Baker

Lilyan Bardack
Milton Bardack
Remembered by
Diane & Richard Bardack

Edna Barkin
Harry Barkin
Remembered by
Temme Barkin-Leeds and Family

Claire Baron
Harold Rainbow
Irene Rainbow
Remembered by
Nancy & Robbie Baron and Family

Paul Gans
Remembered by
Dale & Glenn Bass and Family

Zad Leavy
Robert Schultz
Emma Milly
Jerome Milly
John Howard Bates
Helen Reich Kaltman
Martin Kaltman
Mary Rose
Brandy Perlowitz Abend
Fan Davidoff Levine
Celia Kaltman
Remembered by
Dennis Bates Family

Florence Zuber
Philip Zuber
Remembered by
Bonnie Beerman

Selwyn G. Begner
Robert H. Goldsmith
Samuel G. Begner
Remembered by
Cory & Alan Begner
Ruth Schwartz
Irvin Sidney Berland
William Andersen Krauss
Conrad Walter Krauss
Anna Louisa Katinka Andersen
Thorleif Camillo Andersen
Andrew Berland
Sophie Berland
Edward Wexler
Shirley Cerrato

Remembered by
The Berland Family

Janet B. Berman
Abe Abroms
Andrew Abroms
Ruth Abroms
Bernard Berman
Esther Berman
Joel Berman
Louis Berman
Sam Berman
Florine Brenner
Lillian Estrach
Louis Estrach
Gertrude Roth

Remembered by
Candy & Stephen Berman

Edward Silver
Lillie Silver
Milton Silver
Nettie Weiss
Herman Weiss
Debra Halpern Bernes
Leonard Bernes
Lillie Sunshine
Harry Sunshine
Anna Bernes

Remembered by
Shirley & Gary Bernes and Family

Hortense Bernstein
Lawrence Bernstein
Barbara Cohen
Wilbert Cohen
Helen Cohen
Melvin Cohen
Ethel Levenson
David Levenson

Remembered by
Caryn & Jason Bernstein and Family

Harvey Gordon
Irene Gordon
Charles Berss
Leah Berss
Jacon Ian Sherman
Margot Gordon Davis

Remembered by
Ann & Mel Berss

Anna Deborah Blass

Remembered by
Her Parents Naomi and Karl Blass-Schutz

Seymour S. (Buddy) Warren
Eric Block
Norma R. Warren
Rose Block

Remembered by
Mitchell, Debbie, Mallory and Erin Block

Julian Bloom
Carl Magaziner
Florence Magaziner

Remembered by
Mindy & Greg Bloom and Family

Rebecca Krachmer
Paul Krachmer
Bernice Bloom
Nat Bloom
Madalyn Bloom

Remembered by
Rita Bloom
Paul H. Braun
Ulysses Auzenne

*Remembered by*

**Michael & Heather Braun and Family**

Robert Covin
Ben Feldman
Bobbi Feldman
Frank Feldman
Betty Lipson
Cantor William Lipson
Esther Brill
Morris Brill

*Remembered by*

**Staci, Matt, Ryan and Olivia Brill**

Alice Brill
Jack Brill
Florence Esterman
Sam Esterman
Larry Brill
Norma Goldman

*Remembered by*

**Stephen & Elaine Brill and Family**

Janet Sinder
Ned Sinder
Harriet Brochin
Harold Brochin

*Remembered by*

**Lori & Gary Brochin**

Donald Brown
Julia Cohen
Morris Cohen
Bernard Cohen
Doris Cohen
Francine Cohen

*Remembered by*

**Minna Brown-Beninati**

Benjamin Effron
Mildred Effron
Manuel Brown
Miriam Brown

*Remembered by*

**Kathe & Morris Brown and Family**

Herbert Morris
Blanche Morris

*Remembered by*

**Marcia & Toby Brown**

David Carl Bubes
George Harris Perlman

*Remembered by*

**Amy & Mark Bubes**

Sam Pasternak
Freida Pasternak
Adalbert Buchwald
Helen Buchwald
Martin Buchwald
Rose Buchwald

*Remembered by*

**Dr. & Mrs. Ira Buchwald**

Anna Hamburger
Arthur Hamburger
Walter Bunzl
Richard Bunzl

*Remembered by*

**Frances Bunzl**

Kyle Burnat

*Remembered by*

**Rita Burnat and Lawson Burnat**
Libby Cooper
Max Cooper
Agnes Pastor
Martin Pastor
Colleen Tabackman
Manny Tabackman
Marla Tabackman
*Remembered by*
**Dr. Jerry & Hannah Cooper**

Isadore Crane
Rose Crane
Annette Feldman
Beatrix Flax
Abraham Postman
Daniel Postman
Dorothy Postman
Harriet Postman
Roberta Vatske
*Remembered by*
**Evelyn & Milton Crane**

Maxine Gold
Helen Fellows
*Remembered by*
**The Crow Family**

---

Theda Allen
Wallace Allen
Katherine D'Agostino
*Remembered by*
**Claire & Bob D'Agostino and Family**

Samuel Finn Dana
*Remembered by*
**Scott, Liesl and Jack Dana and Michelle & George Scheer**

---

Anna Deitch
Isadore Deitch
Rochelle Deitch Eber
Ruth Schwartz
Charles Schwartz
*Remembered by*
**Sara & Milton Deitch and Family**

Arlyne DeSena
Ronald Lewis Gordon
Louis DeSena
*Remembered by*
**Dale & Richard DeSena and Family**

Rose Hendee Tuchman
Leon Hendee
Mollie Diamond
Nathan Diamond
Jerry Diamond
*Remembered by*
**Barry & Lisa Diamond and Family**

Bret Diamond
*Remembered by*
**Margery Diamond and Family**

Sara Dinberg
Walter Dinberg
*Remembered by*
**The Dinberg Family**

---

Terry Uhr
*Remembered by*
**Keith & Barbara Eichenholz and Family**

Israel Eisenstein
Marion Eisenstein
Saul Pearl
Ethel Pearl
*Remembered by*
**Susan & Bernie Eisenstein**
Manuel Lincoe
Rose Lincoe Vogel
Dan Lincoe
Arnold Lincoe
Monte Epstein
Florence Epstein
Jerome Epstein
*Remembered by*
Warren & Jan Epstein

---

Sharon Beth Velinsky Fagin
Stanley Cohen
Goldie Velinsky Morris
Paul L. Velinsky
Sylvia Favin
Benjamin Fagin
Harold Kopp
Louise Kopp Freedman
Murray Danz
*Remembered by*
Howard Fagin and Family

Bessie Allen
Jake Allen
Lillian Allen
Murray Allen
Stanley Allen
Susan Allen
Edith Dunn
William Dunn
Annie Feldman
Arthur Feldman
Ida Feldman
Isadore Feldman
Murray Kirsh
Lila Kirsh
Irving Snetsky
Marion Snetsky
Harry Waisglass
*Remembered by*
Jack, Nicole, Hannah and Matthew Feldman

Betty Kornfield
Howard Kornfield
*Remembered by*
Judy & Dick Fenster

Jodi Finglass Smith
Barry Michael Finglass
*Remembered by*
Rodney & Tracy Finglass and Family

Evelyn Newman
Meyer Newman
Clayton Fishman
Alexander Baer
Reba Shapiro
Paul Shapiro
Paul Landau
Reba Rosenberg
*Remembered by*
Fishman Family and Marilyn Landau

Eleanor Schiffer
Shirley Heller
Kenneth Heller
Harriet Frank
*Remembered by*
Richard & Geri Fitterman and Family

Anita Lee Cohen
*Remembered by*
The Fox and Day Families

Carl J. Terrell
Morris W. Frank
Meyer W. Frank
Eleanor Hart
*Remembered by*
Mark & Stacy Frank and Family

Sylvia Galanti
Ralph Galanti
Sophie Freedland
Hymen Freedland
*Remembered by*
Sarina & Neil Freedland
Abraham Friedman
Florence Stern Friedman
Joseph Vogelman
Norma Schneider Vogelman
*Remembered by*
Louis Friedman and Leslie Vogelman

Donald Brown
Frances Goodman
Stanley Friedman
*Remembered by*
Eileen & Martin Friedman and Family

Charlotte Friedrich
*Remembered by*
Robin & Darrin Friedrich and Family

Danny Glazer
Jack Gay
*Remembered by*
Nanci & Richard Gay

Albert Beerman
Blanche Gibbs
Irving Gibbs
*Remembered by*
Cindy & Howard Gibbs

Mark Yudin
Lee Yudin
Philip Ginsburg
Anna Ginsburg
Milton Ginsburg
Diana Ginsburg
Harold Ginsburg
Salomon Wick
Sayde Nechama Wick
*Remembered by*
Lawrence & Sybil Ginsburg

Ruth Sajowitz
Rabbi William Sajowitz
Charles Golden
Yetta Golden
*Remembered by*
Judith & Ronald Golden

Isadore Golden
Esther Golden
Harry Unell
Ruth Unell
*Remembered by*
Arleen & Terry Golden

Edwin Goldsmith
Minna E. Goldsmith
*Remembered by*
Betsey Goldsmith and Diane Bardack

Florence Nathanson
*Remembered by*
Betsey Goldsmith

Effie Goldstein
Harold Goldstein
Bess Doochin
Joe Doochin
Steve Doochin
*Remembered by*
Ellen & Paul Goldstein and Family

Dr. Irving H. Goldstein
Helen Mendel Goldstein
Bernard A. Salzberg
Henrietta M. Salzberg
Dr. Marvin Goldstein
Rita A. Goldstein
*Remembered by*
Judy & Ronald Goldstein
Samuel Hirshowitz
Lillian Hirshowitz
Norman Hirsh
Jack Golomb
Ruby Golomb
Michelle Hirsh
*Remembered by*
Robert & Judith Golomb

Eudice Goodman
William S. Goodman
William Benjamin Goodman
Ruth Ohrbach
Charlie Ohrbach
Victor Goodman
Ruth Goodman
*Remembered by*
Deborah Goodman

Dorothy Goodman
Mollie Goodman
Dick Goodman
William Walner
Molly Walner
*Remembered by*
Jack, Amy, Gary and Noah Goodman

Samuel Gordon
Nancy Gordon
Janice Wallach
Pat Willstatter
*Remembered by*
Peter & Norma Gordon and Family

Leonard Gottlieb
Maureen Gottlieb
Gene Perlman
*Remembered by*
Cathy & Alan Gottlieb, Jamie and Emily

Lillian M. Ketzky
Loeb C. Ketzky
David J. Goldstein
Laura Rosenberg Green
Rita V. Fine
Max Rosenberg
Hannah Rosenberg
*Remembered by*
Emily & Willie Green

Anne Grenadier
Bernard Grenadier
Alice Greenberg
Max Greenberg
Diane Greenberg
Sarah Greenberg
Ronnie Werbeloff
Michele Werbeloff
Ida Greenberg
Sam Greenberg
Essie Grenadier
Henry Lacker
Rose Lacker
*Remembered by*
Joy & Alan Greenberg and Family

Leslie Jane Goodman
Michael Greenberg
Evelyn Simon
Dora Becker
Harold Becker
William Becker
Katherine Becker
Linda May Horwitz
Donald C. Horwitz
Wiliam Seigelbaum
Joseph Barklie Simon
Cary S. Tye
Melvin Tye
*Remembered by*
Billie Greenberg and Family
Marjorie Greenberg
Sam Greenberg
Ida Greenberg
Gloria Hirsch
Rose Weinstein
Harry Weinstein
Judy Kirschner
Yetta Lazarus
*Remembered by*
**Dr. Joel Greenberg and Family**

Jack Greenberg
Ethel Cohen Glatt
Philip Glatt
Rose Pollack Kasen
Irving Kasen
Adele Goot Goldstein
Bill Goldstein
Melvin R. Cohen
*Remembered by*
**Susie & Marc Greenberg and Family**

Evelyn Rosenthal
Fred Rosenthal
Geraldine Greenwald
Morris Greenwald
*Remembered by*
**Lori & David Greenwald and Family**

Jay Elliott Loeb
Ronald Grossman
Marnie Rose
*Remembered by*
**Kimberly, Rob and Jaryd Grossman**

A. Moe Balsom
Luba Balsom
Meyer Balsom
Leonard Tick
Rachel Tick
*Remembered by*
**Jo Anne & Gary Grunbaum, Jeannie Balsom, Shelly, Micah and Hannah Dresdner, Jennifer Grunbaum**

Miriam Grunbaum
Jack Grunbaum
Harriet LaBell
*Remembered by*
**Jo Anne & Gary Grunbaum, Shelly, Micah and Hannah Dresdner, Jennifer Grunbaum**

Harold Friedman
Gretchen Friedman
Gary Friedman
*Remembered by*
**Joan Gurvey**

Shirley Gurvey
Richard Gurvey
Doris C. Levin
Oscar Levin
Rosellen Levin
Robert Levin
*Remembered by*
**Lois & Les Gurvey**
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Harriet Allweiss
Gerald Allweiss
Sarah Atlas
Harry Allweiss
Dave Center
Bunny Center
*Remembered by*
**Barbara & Scott Halperin and Family**

Bertha Peresman
Kenneth Peresman
Bernard Halpern
Shirley Halpern
Owen Halpern
*Remembered by*
**Lynne & Jack Halpern**
Sybil Golde
Morton Golde
Bea Halpern
Gladys Witus
Morris Witus
Terry Golde
Charles (Saul) Golde
Dorothy Stern
Sarah Halpern
Willie Halpern
Wanda Stone
Martin Stone
Herb Stone
Remembered by
Scott & Elise Halpern

Robert Robbins
Florence B. Robbins
Remembered by
Nancy Hamburger and Family

Cara Bedford Hanin
Remembered by
Matt and Drew Hanin, the
Weintraub and Milman Families

Minnie Silver Kaliser
Ben Silver
Milton Silver
Ruth Hare
Herman Hare
Remembered by
Lynn & Bill Hare and Family

Hannah Schiff Franklin
Alvin Jerome Franklin
Esther Nager Schiff
Abraham Zanvil Schiff
Sadie Kahn Franklin
Samuel Franklin
Israel Schiff
Remembered by
Linda Harris

Joel Hecht
Edith Hecht
Richard Hecht
Johanna Heymann
William Heymann
Lucy Heymann
Walter Heymann
Else May
Remembered by
Erica Hecht and Family

Daniel Adam Hecht
Remembered by
Louise & Guenther Hecht

Philip Hendelberg
Betty Hendelberg
Rosa Sobel
Phillip Sobel
Morris Sobel
Remembered by
David & Linda Hendelberg

Elsye Heyman
Josephine Heyman
Herman Heyman
Simon Weil
Carrie Mae Weil
Remembered by
Arthur Heyman and Terri Heyman

Alphonse Bruno
Josephine Bruno
Ethel Hillman
Milton Hillman
Remembered by
David & Davina Hillman

Ralph F. Kanders
Howard Hoffman
Sheila Hoffman
Sylvia Adler
Herman Hoffman
Charlotte Hoffman
Remembered by
Bonnie & Jeff Hoffman
Haron Horesh
Rosa Horesh
Joseph Horesh
Moshe Hagouly
Mosli Hagouly
Remembered by
Yvonne & Emil Horesh

Hannah Berkman
Nathan Berkman
Sara Lee Berger
Helene H. Horwitz
Julius J. Horwitz
Margaret Altshul
Remembered by
Michael & Charlotte Horwitz

Sam Hyman
Sarah Hyman
Evelyn Doobrow
Edgar Doobrow
Alex Shapiro
Dorothy Shapiro
Charles Fram
Remembered by
Barry & Sylvia Hyman
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Agnes Isenberg
Sam Isenberg
Sadye Stillman
Dave Stillman
Rosa Nissenbaum
Lois Mexic
Sidney Isenberg
Remembered by
Betty & Dick Isenberg
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Warren David Jacobs
Clara Louise Meeks
Lewis Houston Meeks
Betty Jacobs
Joseph Jacobs
Remembered by
Judie Jacobs Family

Dr. Robert S. Janko
Arthur Raphael
Reny Gotz Raphael
Hilde Gotz
Kurt L. Rothschild
Peter Behrendt
Eunice Janko
Eddie Janko
Diane Goldstein Solomon
Selma Sax
Remembered by
Lillie Janko and Family

Esther Jay
Ferman Jay
Milton “Jim” Isaacson
Remembered by
Gregory, Jan, Jared and Rachel Jay

Daisy Gold Klitzner
Julius Klitzner
Remembered by
Susan Jay
Murray Jaye
Irving Hite
Sophia Hite
Isaac Hite
Lena Hite
Samuel Held
Bessie Held
Harry A. Hite
Lewis Hite
Rita Marcus
Hymie Hite
Bessie G. Hite
Guildford Glazer
Morris Held
Fanny Jascolke
Abraham Jascolke
Rochelle Jaye

Sigmund Gruber
Benjamin Joffe
Mollie Joffe
Remembered by
The Joffe Family

Gail Graff
Richard Graff
Remembered by
The Kaiser Family

Leo Heinz Benjamin
Margot Benjamin
Herta Benjamin
Alfred Berg
Ilse Bergmann
Mark Bergmann
Elly Caplan
Eric Caplan
Sigfried Benjamin
Else Benjamin
Remembered by
Joyce & Victor Kapman

Arnie Katinsky
Minnie Rosen Gross
Philip Gross
Sara Katinsky
Nathan Katinsky
Myrna Katinsky Shreiber
Remembered by
Barbara Katinsky

Harry Katz
Hilda Katz
Remembered by
Joel Katz

Irene Kay
Lester Kay
Jean Barkin
Terry Barkin
Remembered by
Barbara Kay

Michael Greenberg
Remembered by
Randi, Bruce, Hailey and Lindsey Kessler

Harry Kitey
James Monroe
Laura Beth Gill
Remembered by
Meredith, Alan, Harry and Sadie Kitey

Mollie Ekstein
Bernard Ekstein
Julia Klineman
Emery Klineman
Robert Klineman
Remembered by
Barbara & William Klineman
Alyce Kranz
Benjamin Kranz
Robert Weston
Elizabeth Weisman

Remembered by
Nancy & Phil Kranz

Claire Brockey
Harold Brockey
Sarah G. Kravitz
Alex M. Kravitz

Remembered by
Phyllis & Lew Kravitz

Annie Kuniansky
Pearl Silver
Morris Silver
Helen Kuniansky
Max L. Kuniansky
Robert A. Kuniansky
Florence Lenner
Ira Lenner
Larry Wolfe
Richard Kaufman

Remembered by
David L. Kuniansky

Peter J. Kusiel

Remembered by
Jennifer & David Kusiel

--- L ---

Estelle Silverman
Saul Silverman
Harold Labovitz
Marion Labovitz

Remembered by
Sheri & Steve Labovitz and Family

Deborah Bernstein
Kelly Flaherty
Morris Lazarus
Roy Lazarus
Sylvia Lazarus
Gussie Novak
Sam Novak
Esther Oster
Meyer Oster
David Sands
Eva Sands

Remembered by
Michael & Suzanne Lazarus and Family

George Hoffman
Sylvia Hoffman
Betty Leepson
Emil Leepson
Lenore Leepson
Daniel Lefkowitz
Florence Lefkowitz
Philip Lentini
Louis Yedwab
Natalie Yedwab
Leona Krasnow
Mark Mochjer

Remembered by
The Leepson and Lefkowitz Families

Gay Lenner
Florence Lenner
Ira Lenner

Remembered by
Rick Lenner and Family
Jeff Levenberg
Al Lentine
Jean Lentine
Nat Levenberg
Vivian Levenberg
Sally Miller
Bessie Sarko
Louis Sarko
Ike Shuman
Rose Shuman
Michelle Weberman
Sheryl Zide
Remembered by
Rabbi Bradley & Rebecca Levenberg

Warren M. Levin
Morris J. Teitler
Tessie R. Teitler
Clara Weiner
Israel Levin
Remembered by
Susan Levin

Marcia Levine
Wilfred Levine
Eve Caminker
Remembered by
Nori & David Levine

Stanley H. Levine
Anne Frohman
Saul Frohman
Remembered by
Evelyn Levine and Family

Allen David Lewis
Remembered by
The Mark Lewis Family

Maier Levine
Susie Levine
Benjamin Levine
Jerry Lobel
Remembered by
Dorothy, Nadia and Sonia Lobel

Jay Elliott Loeb
Remembered by
Nancy Loeb, Debbie, Andy, Lauren, Rob, Kim and Jaryd

Sarah Rosenthal
Leon Rosenthal
Dr. Vernon Rosenthal
Rose Love
Julie Love
Remembered by
Bari & Russell Love

Bernard Gordon
Ruth Gordon
Louis Lehman
Fannie Lehman
Ethel Lovenheim
Jerome Lovenheim
Leslie Lovenheim
Remembered by
Dianne & Lee Lovenheim

William G. Loventhal II
Beulah H. Schnadig
Victor K. Schnadig
Frank S. Kaufmann
Liese H. Kaufmann
Stuart H. Spitzner
Carol Lynn Birnbaum
Greta Bruderer
Rudy Herzog
Remembered by
Bill & Rita Loventhal

Samuel Stanley Malever
Remembered by
The Children and Grandchildren of Samuel Stanley Malever
Leslie Mann
Flora Mann
*Remembered by*
**The David Mann Family**

Elizabeth Katherine Metzel
Gary Metzel
*Remembered by*
**The Metzel Family**

Fay Meyers
Barbara Meyers
Samuel Meyers
Hanna Migdalovitz
Jacob Migdalovitz
*Remembered by*
**Beth, Al, Hanna and Max Meyers**

Sylvia G. Blum
Harry N. Blum
Sara E. Ginsburg
Samuel Ginsburg
Anna G. Bloom
Jacob Bloom
Phyllis H. Minkin
Leon Minkin
Lillian Heyman
Louis Heyman
Sara Minkin
Wolf Minkin
Beatrice E. Feder
Jacob Feder
Irene Border
Linda May Horwitz
Donald Horwitz
*Remembered by*
**Glenda & David Minkin and Family**

Lionel Minnen
Michael Steven Minnen
David Minnen
Edith Minnen
Leon J. Young
Mary Sorkin Young
Mervin Young
Florence Kaplan Bloom
Herman David Bloom
Bessie Yampolsky
*Remembered by*
**Jonathan Minnen and Judith Bloom and Family**

Annie Blass Mislow
Harry Mislow
Stanley Alan Mislow
Joe Louis Sacks
*Remembered by*
**Sam & Sandra Mislow and Family**

Rhonda Levine
*Remembered by*
**Julius Levine and the Children, Grandchildren and Great-Grandchildren of the Levine Family**

Bessie Mitropoulos
Dimitri Mitropoulos
Leonard Stolaroff
*Remembered by*
**Sonia & Jim Mitropoulos**

Harry D. Weinstein
Rose S. Weinstein
Robert E. Morgan, Sr.
Mattie L. Morgan
Marjorie Greenberg
*Remembered by*
**Bob Weinstein & Gene Morgan**
Sophia Volpert
Milton Volpert
Regina Moyer
Lewaaron Moyer
Lenard Sheinbart

Remembered by
Marlynn & Leroy Moyer

— N —

Arthur Leonard Butcher
Leonard Robert Nelkin
Jordan Saul Butcher
Shia Nachmanson
Dora Nachmanson
Hyman Butcher
Pauline Butcher
Kate Nelkin
Harry Nelkin
Michael Nelkin

Remembered by
Melanie & Alan Nelkin

Sharon Paula Spitalney

Remembered by
Marcia Nuffer and Dorothy & Ronald Spitalney

— O —

Martin Tanenbaum
Donald Brown
Bennett “Buster” Oxman

Remembered by
Joe & Darcy Oxman, Melissa & Ari Shapiro, Brian & Bridget Oxman

— P —

Bernard Palay
Anne Kingloff
Jacob I. Kingloff
Ida Palay
Israel Palay
Mildred Kingloff
Rose Lieberman
Joseph Lieberman

Remembered by
Sandra Palay and Family

Sylvia Levine Neuhaus
Lee Neuhaus

Remembered by
Judy Paul and Family

Sylvan Pawliger
Sylvia Pawliger
Phillip Schiff
Mary Schiff

Remembered by
Richard & Judi Pawliger

George Katz
Arthur Pearlstein

Remembered by
The Pearlstein Family

Bernard Peljovich
Sanford Schwartz
David Ellis
Fay Ellis
David Zeligman
Tauba Zeligman
Adolfo Peljovich
Maria Peljovich

Remembered by
The Peljovich Family
Norene Fetherolf
Harold Gordon
Sarah Gordon
Dora Perkel
Elia Forman
Etta Forman
Phil Perkel
Fran Perkel
*Remembered by*
Helen & Michael Perkel

David Andrew Israel
Mose Lebovitz
Leba Lebovitz
*Remembered by*
Faye & John Peterken

Morris Piha
Sara Piha
David F. Piha
Leonard Schiff
Edith Schiff
*Remembered by*
Caroline & Rubin Piha

Ben Pinsky
Ruth Pinsky
Milton Chetlin
Rita Chetlin
*Remembered by*
Richard & Debbie Pinsky and Family

Albert L. Beerman
Elaine T. Pollock
Murray Novak
Anne S. Novak
Jack Novak
Celia Pollock
Nathan Pollock
*Remembered by*
Glenda & Bernard Pollock

Harold M. Matison
Harold M. Matison, Jr.
Bobette Matison Newman
Robert K. Levy
Robert K. Levy, Jr.
Bernice Levy
Jeanette Pollock
Herman Pollock
Babe Henry
Hyman Henry
*Remembered by*
Barbara & Marty Pollock and Family

Meyer Porath
Morris June
Barbara Eisenberg
Helen June
Reba Porath
Fern Marx
*Remembered by*
Herb & Sandy Porath

Louis Rachelefsky
Edith Rachelefsky
Samuel Milner
Henrietta Milner
Jacob Milner
Ida Milner
*Remembered by*
The Rachelefsky Family

Bennet Howard Freedman
Lona Freedman Cohen
Jack Freedman
Sima Goldfarb
Sam Radetsky
*Remembered by*
Rene & Michael Radetsky
Betsy Rappaport
Ron Lorber
Maurice Hafkin
Robert Riesenberg
Benjamin Rappaport
Rosalind Rappaport
Hannah Lorber
Benjamin Lorber
Camille Salama
Helene Sasson
*Remembered by*
Brenda & Mark Rappaport

Henry Steinberg
Joshua Redd
Maurice Steinberg
*Remembered by*
Lynn & Lewis Redd and Family

Yale Richards
Ida Richards
*Remembered by*
Bruce & Penina Richards and Family

Marietta Cappelletti
George Richman
Marion Richman
Jean Tracker
Margaret Danzig
Hyman Richman
*Remembered by*
Linda & Jerry Richman

Rabbi George B. Lieberman
Sylvia K. Lieberman
Dr. Meyer Ritvo
Miriam Ritvo
James Ritvo
*Remembered by*
Roger & Lynn Lieberman Ritvo

Steven Weinstein
Flo Franklin
Charles Weinstein
Betty Meyers
Penelope Meyers
Forrest Abrams
Mary Roach
*Remembered by*
Alyson, Shane, Emily and Courtney Roach, Jane & Bob Goff, Julie & Rabbi Steven Rau

George Robbins
Edith Robbins
Jacob Robbins
Hugh Marx
Paula Marx
Arthur Robbins
Gladys Fishman
*Remembered by*
Inge Robbins and Family

Neal M. Rosen
*Remembered by*
Amy & Evan Rosen

Faye Rosen
Oscar Rosen
Pauline Kahn
Milton Kahn
Selma Sax
*Remembered by*
Maxine & Ron Rosen

Leonard N. Ross
Anna Knopf
Harry Knopf
*Remembered by*
The Ross and Leitz Families

Dr. Marvin B. Rothenberg
Eleanor Rothenberg Vrono
*Remembered by*
Fran Rothenberg and Family
Lori Feit
Al Feit
*Remembered by*
Rhonda, Michael, Lexi and Reid Rothman

Ida Resnick
Hyman Resnick
Iola Resnick
Tara Resnick
Jeffrey Resnick
Alan Resnick
Barbara Resnick
Maurice Rottner
Edith Rottner
Peter Caplan
Judy Ellison
*Remembered by*
Anita & Mark Rottner and Family

Sam Rubenstein
Ida Rubenstein
Irving Rubenstein
Fred Rubenstein
Isaac Kanarish
Irene Kanarish
Sondra Rosner
*Remembered by*
Judy & Arnie Rubenstein

— S —

Milton Kinbar
Rose Saidman
Harry Saidman
Josef Saidman
*Remembered by*
Suzan & Gary Saidman

Gertie Bornfreund
Henry Bornfreund
Gert Bornfreund
Max Saperstein
Stan Bornfreund
*Remembered by*
Lynn & Jan Saperstein and Family

Samuel Finn Dana
Jay Brendt Scheer
Joseph Bernard Gray
Sylvia Ida Samet Gray
Florence Jarmulosky Scheer
George M. Scheer, Sr.
George Alan Leder
Gloria Scheer Leder
Morrie Leder
Fred O. Scheer
*Remembered by*
George & Michele Scheer

Martin Schneider
Bernice Clark
Henry Clark
Sarah Schneider
Harry Schneider
*Remembered by*
Barbara Schneider

Morris Schneider
Jeffery Schneider
Michael Schneider
Edith Isenberg
Joe Isenberg
Rosalyn Isenberg
Marvin Isenberg
Esther Abrams
Jack Abrams
Colvin Abrams
*Remembered by*
Alison, Jason, Adam, Sophie and Caroline Schneider, Sandy & Dave Abrams
Fay Ellis
David Ellis
Sandy Schwartz
Penny Posel
Remembered by
Susan & Dale Schwartz

Lila Chapin
Harold Chapin
Ida Schwartz
Charles Schwartz
Jean Spivack
Remembered by
Sandy & Ellen Schwartz and Family

Sandra Segal
Sylvia Foy
Bernard Foy
Morris Segal
Helen Segal
Richard Segal
Ralph Levine
Remembered by
Rabbi Ron & Jill Segal

Myrna Slosberg
David Slosberg
Remembered by
Amy, Meghan and Nicole Seidner

Sylvia Neuhaus
Lee Neuhaus
Remembered by
Bette & Troy Selfridge

Carol Asinofsky
Louis Asinofsky
Larry Honig
Edna Readerman
Roberta Trief
Roger Trief
Remembered by
Rabbi Natan Trief & Rabbi Samantha Shabman

Norman M. Shapiro
Marvin Freeman
Phyllisa Y. Shapiro
Walter Leitner
Remembered by
Jeffrey & Karen Shapiro and Family

Helen Shapiro
Harry Shapiro
Freddie Kronsberg
Milton Kronsberg
Remembered by
Gina & Sam Shapiro and Family

Wallace Sheft
Howard Gittis
Remembered by
Hope & Robert Sheft and Family

Barbara Wolff Shemper
Judith Shemper
Faye Shemper
Frank Shemper
Edward Shemper
Frank Planer
Remembered by
Maurice Shemper and Family

Charles Sidman
Louise Sidman
Stanley Sidman
Alice Tarlow
Allan Tarlow
Remembered by
Tobyanne & Arnold Sidman
Max Siegel
Sophie Siegel
Harry Stein
Belle Stein
Nathan Klein
Bertha Klein
Harry Reiner
Mary Reiner
Nora Reiner
Gertrude Reiner
Saul Siegel
LaVerne Siegel
Harold Klein

Remembered by
Marshall & Marcy Siegel and Family

Lewis Silverboard
Evelyn Silverboard
Bernard Moss
Dorothy Moss
Stanley Silverboard

Remembered by
The Silverboard Family

Mark E. Silverman
Helen Dwane

Remembered by
Diana Silverman

Sylvia Alpert
Aaron Alpert

Remembered by
Lori, Kolin and Blake Simon and Gena & Josh Krom

Chester Simmons
Joseph Krobalski
Elizabeth Krobalski
Jay Krobalski
Leonard Simmons
Rose Simmons
Joseph Miller
Sadie Miller
John Portman
Bill Figeley
Rabbi Ronald Goldstein

Remembered by
Harriet Simmons, Pam & Randy Miller and Family, Jana & Jed Simmons and Family, Gabby & Peter Simmons and Family, Nikki & Micah and Family

Elinor Breman
Sam L. Weil
Jeanne Angel Weil
Maurice Sinsheimer
Lee Sinsheimer
Suzanne Shapiro

Remembered by
Cathy & Robert Sinsheimer and Family

Stephen Skid

Remembered by
David, Johanna and Isabelle Skid

Jerome Snow
David Snow

Remembered by
Barbara Snow

Esther Kossman, Jr.
Earl S. Solomon, Jr.
Gertrude S. Scheinberg
Maurice D. Scheinberg
Natalie G. Solomon
Earl S. Solomon, Sr.
Mildred Brill

Remembered by
Esther Solomon
Rona Balser
Remembered by
Bill Balser, Gloria & Ken Southerland, Jake, Max & Megan Goldwasser, Sherry, Mike, Rachel and Caroline Hoban

Michael Spector
Morton Epstein
Louis Apanowitz
Anna Apanowitz
Marian Bauman
Samuel Spector
Sarah Spector
Rose Epstein
Samuel Epstein
Charles Spector
Charlotte Spector
Max Altman
Beatrice Altman
Remembered by
Lauren & Robert Specter, Adele Epstein

Nancy Mazur
Theodore Spitalnick
Remembered by
The Spitalnick Family

George Stern
Eva Stern
Albert Stern
Blanche Stern
Ernst Blumenberg
Margaret Blumenberg
Remembered by
The Children and Grandchildren of Eva and George Stern

Ann Bomes
Samuel Bomes
Robert Bomes
George Stern
Arthur Sausmer
Edward Ginsberg
Philip Okun
Sandy Dworetz
Remembered by
Margie Stern

Mildred V. Strada
Albert D. Strada
Remembered by
Al Strada

Claudia Ann Holtzman
Remembered by
The Strauss Family

Edward Streger
Norma Siegel
Remembered by
The Streger Family

Joy Studin
Sidney Studin
Remembered by
The Studin Family

Rose Caroline Sugarman
Harriet W. Greenblatt
Sidney R. Greenblatt
Rose G. Sugarman
Marvin M. Sugarman
Richard A. Sugarman
Remembered by
Beth & Edward Sugarman
Ronald Neuerman  
Evelyn Neuerman  
Irvin Neuerman  
Mitzi Swit  
Jack Swit  
Rose Fuhr  
*Remembered by*  
Janis & Steve Swit

---

Martin Cohen  
Millie Cohen  
Frank Taffel  
Bernice Taffel  
Dean Taffel  
*Remembered by*  
Sheila, Bruce, Alison, Jared and Eden Taffel

Clifford Abrams  
Wilma Abrams  
Flovine Abrams  
*Remembered by*  
Sylvia & Doug Talley

Martin Tanenbaum  
Beverly Tanenbaum  
Beryl Tanenbaum  
Buster Oxman  
*Remembered by*  
The Tanenbaum Family

Lillian Breen  
Leopold Breen  
*Remembered by*  
Janet & Harold Task and Family

---

Isidore Rooder  
Claire Rooder  
Martin Rooder  
Phyllis Weiss  
Kate Weiss  
Max Tauber  
Dorothy Tauber  
*Remembered by*  
Harvey & Susan Tauber and Family

Leon Tauber  
Robert Tauber  
Mollie Tauber  
Rose Brilliant  
Norman Brilliant  
Harry Nevel  
Lee Nevel  
Joe Nevel  
Sam Fagin  
Stephen Brilliant  
Stephen Prince  
James Wyatt  
*Remembered by*  
The Morton Tauber Family

Lillian Greenberg  
Morris Greenberg  
Mickey Greenberg  
Harry Taylor  
Jeanette Taylor  
Dolly Taylor  
Miriam Miller  
Morrie Miller  
*Remembered by*  
Arlene & David Taylor
Evelyn Leiman  
Martin Leiman  
Jennie Leiman  
Nathan Leiman  
Pauline Tepper  
Philip Tepper  
Bertha Morgen  
Nathan Morgen  
Millie Taylor  
Paul Taylor  
Robert Taylor  
*Remembered by*  
**Nora & Wayne Taylor and Family**

Jeanette Alpert  
Harry Alpert  
Sophie Thompson  
Morris Thompson  
*Remembered by*  
**Dede & Bob Thompson**

Freda Fine  
Jack Fine  
Ethel Throne  
Hy Throne  
*Remembered by*  
**Susan & Marty Throne**

Joseph Troop  
Benjamin Farber  
Yetta Farber  
Mollie Troop  
Abram Troop  
Gene Farber  
Jack Farber  
Betty Rubin  
Mildren Kahn  
Morton Kahn  
Eva Kahn  
Harry Kahn  
Rhoda Shear  
Norman Shear  
*Remembered by*  
**Lillian, Andrew and Toni Troop**

Naomi Turry  
Arthur Turry  
Ralph Turry  
Ruth Hoffman  
Murray Hoffman  
Roni Hoffman Sakonas  
Dennis Hoffman  
*Remembered by*  
**Arlene & Bruce Turry and Family**

---

Frances Sara Lawn  
*Remembered by*  
**Brian, Hilary, Harris and Sara Unell**

---

Lily Oling  
Bernard Oling  
*Remembered by*  
**Julie, Jorge, Lucas and Lily Valderrama**

---

Gustav S. Wand  
Rose P. Wand  
Bernard “Beanie” Kohn  
Carol Kohn  
*Remembered by*  
**Linda & Ronald Wand**

---

Brian Alan Waronker  
Aaron Lazarus  
Jay Waronker  
*Remembered by*  
**Mitzi, Steve and Jeffrey Waronker**
Joan Phyllis Weiner
Michael Kalina
Victor Kalina
Milton Kalina
Esther Kalina
Fanny Weiner
Gershon Weiner
Laura Fay

Remembered by

Irving, Iyla and Jennifer Weiner

Jay Weinstein
Minnie Sherman
Jacob Sherman
Freda Weinstein
Charles Weinstein
Herman Fine
Sidney Fine
Bea Feinberg
Irving Feinberg

Remembered by

Renee Sherman Weinstein

Michael Weinstock
Lee Gouss
Bernard Gouss
Renee Weinstock
Fred Weinstock

Remembered by

The Weinstock Family

Harry Rich
Rose Rich
Manny Weiser
Elsie Weiser
Irwin Michael Rivlin
Robert Monat

Remembered by

Phyllis & Michael Weiser

Stanley Wells
Murray Rozen
Abram Rozen
Hilda Rozen
Selma Sax

Remembered by

Nancy Wells

Bernard Davidow
Goldie Davidow
Joseph Wener
Lily Wener

Remembered by

Bob & Linda Wener

Gussie Schnaar
Hyman Schnaar
Morton Schnaar
Joseph Wener
Lil Wener

Remembered by

Mavis & Jeffrey Wener

Michael Weinstock
Lee Gouss
Bernard Gouss
Renee Weinstock
Fred Weinstock

Remembered by

The Weinstock Family

Harry Rich
Rose Rich
Manny Weiser
Elsie Weiser
Irwin Michael Rivlin
Robert Monat

Remembered by

Phyllis & Michael Weiser

Sheila Wimpfheimer
Leopold Wimpfheimer
Betty Wimpfheimer
Harry Greenberg
Helen Greenberg
David Braun
Sylvia Braun
Joseph Smolev
Miriam Smolev

Remembered by

Jennifer & Loren Wimpfheimer and Family
Gertrude S. Scheinberg  
Maurice D. Scheinberg  
Earl S. Solomon, Jr.  
Earl S. Solomon, Sr.  
Natalie G. Solomon  
Barbara Wolff Shemper  
Gerald J. Wolff  
Betty Mayer Wolff  
*Remembered by*  
**Kevin & Stacy Wolff and Family**

Rose Clein  
Sidney Clein  
Shirley Miller  
Shirley Clein Goodman  
Zev Siegel  
Asher Siegel  
David Workman  
*Remembered by*  
**Honey & Howard Workman and Family**

Gerald Wynne  
Zina Wynne  
Martin White  
Harvey White  
Isadore White  
Sophie White  
Isadore Dubrow  
Pearl Dubrow  
James Arogeti  
*Remembered by*  
**The Family of Merril & Sheila Wynne**

---Z---

Sandra Zelony  
Joseph Zelony  
*Remembered by*  
**Lori & Sam Zelony**
Irene Lewis Heintz
Philip Heintz
Doris Hellerman Zucker
Stanley Zucker
Billy Zucker
Bobby Zucker
Rose Lewis Kalmans
Abe Lewis
Joe Kalmans
Sarah Heintz
Louis Heintz
Freida Hellerman Katz
Sam Hellerman
Joe Katz
Anna Zucker
Jules Zucker
Dana Kelfer Miller
Remembered by
Melanie, Scott, Drew and Jack Zucker

Reba Jones Allen
Sophie Goldenberg Zwecker
Remembered by
Lori Allen Zwecker and Mark Alfred Zwecker

Carolyn Zweig
Marilyn Friedman
Remembered by
Julie Zweig, David Friedman, Norbert Friedman, Carolyn, Joelle and Gavin